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-e QiTai Radio Telescope (QTT) will be equipped with the active surface adjustment system (ASAS) to correct the main reflector
deformation caused by environmental loading. In order to guarantee the stability and performance of the active surface system
under fault conditions, it is necessary to adopt the fault-tolerant method when actuator faults have occurred. In this paper, a fault
control method based on actuator faults weighting is proposed to solve the active surface fault control problem. According to the
coordinates of the adjustable points of the panels corresponding to the faulty actuators, a new paraboloid is fitted by a weighted
health matrix, and the fitting surface is taken as the target to adjust the surface shape.

1. Introduction

-e QiTai Radio Telescope (QTT) is a general-purpose,
high-precision radio telescope with observing frequency
covering 150MHz∼115 GHz and the shortest observation
wavelength is 3 mm. In order to ensure efficient obser-
vation at the wavelength of 3 mm, the required precision
of the main reflector is very high. -e precision of a single
panel of the main reflector is required to be less than
0.08 mm rms (root-mean-square) [1]. -e surface de-
formation of the main reflector is required to be less than
0.2 mm rms after long-term correction by the active
surface adjustment system (ASAS) [2].

When the best-fit surface is used as the reference surface of
the ASAS, the deformation of the main reflector can be de-
creased. Many scholars have done a lot of work on the design of
the best-fit surface. Hua proposed an optimal best-fit surface
design based on the least-squares method at first [3], but there
was a problem that the fitting surface was not the optimal
surface when the elevation angle of the main reflector is 45deg.
After a further study based on the study of Hua, Chen found
that the algorithm with the axial error as the minimum fitting
quantity is the best [4]. Leng used the original algorithm op-
timized, which emphasizes the axial error as the minimum
fitting quantity and finally, a more reasonable adjustment

amount can be given [5].-is algorithmwas verified under two
working conditions 0 and 90deg elevation.

In order to correct the deformation of the main reflector
caused by external factors such as gravity, temperature, and
wind, the shape of the reflector surface is adjusted by the ASAS
by controlling the adjustment amount of actuators located
between the reflector and the steel supporting truss, so that the
antenna can still maintain less deformation when it is elevating
and rotating [6, 7]. An actuator can support and control four
adjacent panels for the ASAS. -e redundancy of the adjust-
ment points of a single panel is insufficient. -erefore, when
some actuators fail, they cannot rely on their own backlash to
compensate for the structural gravity deformation. At present,
there is no related research about the design of best-fit surfaces
with faulty actuators. -erefore, it is significant to study the
fault tolerance method for the ASAS with faulty actuators.-is
fault-tolerant method can be used as a reference for observers.
It is suitable for special occasions where the current observation
arrangement cannot be paused or actuators to be repaired
cannot be replaced in time.

2. FailureMechanismAnalysis of Active Surface

-e ASAS of the telescope is mainly composed of a master
computer, control network, control bus, and actuators [8, 9].
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As a high-precision telescope with a large number of
complex machinery and sensors, QTT will have advanced
fault detection technology and complex process. -e com-
mon failure types, failure causes, failure phenomena, and
characteristics of the ASAS are shown in Table 1.

-e fault diagnosis of the ASAS mainly depends on the
fault diagnosis system of the telescope control system. -e
fault diagnosis system needs a series of advanced and in-
telligent methods, for example, Expert system, Fault tree
[13], Neural network, and Fuzzy system. -e advantages,
disadvantages, and limitations of the various diagnostic
methods are shown in Table 2.

-e ASAS for QTT will adopt a semiclosed loop control
system to correct surface deformation by controlling more
than 2000 actuators. -e fault tree model is especially
suitable for the fault diagnosis of such a highly complex
mechanism. Figure 1 shows the fault tree that enables us to
make qualitative and quantitative analyses of the ASAS of
the telescope and to deduce the minimum cut set [14] to
determine specific faults.

-e reasoning process of the fault tree analysis is shown
in Figure 2. -e inference mechanism based on the fault tree
begins with the framework structure of the top event of the
fault tree in the knowledge base, then the production of the
framework is found, the production with high probability
reasoning is selected, and finally, the cause of the fault from
top to bottom is located.

3. Fault Analysis of Actuators for the ASAS

Actuator faults are one of the most frequent malfunctions in
the ASAS. Actuator faults will prevent the adjustable main
reflector from reaching the designated position, and it will
affect the gain of the radio telescope. -e decline of antenna
efficiency caused by actuator faults is irreversible. However,
it is difficult to replace the actuators immediately. -e
maintenance and replacement of the actuators for the Tian
Ma Telescope and the FAST is a big challenge [17, 18]. -e
ASAS of QTT will contain more than 2000 actuator nodes
[19]. -erefore, it is crucial for maintenance personnel to
know fault location and fault type before maintenance.

3.1. 'e Classification of Actuator Faults States. -e state of
actuator faults can be generally divided into four categories:

(1) Failure of a single actuator in a single sector
A condition in which a single node in an area of the
telescope cannot be adjusted due to a mechanical or
electrical failure of a single actuator.

(2) Failure of multiple actuators in a single sector
-e condition is caused by the failure of multiple
actuators or circuits in the same area, the field bus
that controls the sector, and the failure or blockage of
the junction box.

(3) Failure of a single actuator in multiple sectors
A condition in which multiple nodes cannot be
adjusted due to faults in the mechanical structure or

circuit of a single actuator distributed over multiple
areas of the telescope.

(4) Failure of multiple actuators in multiple sectors
-e condition caused by the failure of themechanical
structure or the circuits of multiple actuators in
multiple areas, the field buses controlling these
sectors, and the failure and blockage of junction
boxes.

-e failure forms of the active plane are analyzed by
measurement system and fault diagnosis system. Finally, the
specific model of telescope failure is obtained.

3.2. Analysis of Failure Modes of Multiple Actuators. -e
ASAS of QTT will adopt distributed control to achieve the
purpose of parabolic shape preserving by controlling the
displacement of the piston of each actuator. When the ac-
tuator faults, the corner of the panel supported by the ac-
tuator cannot reach the specified position or gets stuck
completely. In order to describe the failure degree of ac-
tuators, the failure factor is defined by

ζ �

1,

0 ∼ 1,

0,

normal,

partial failure,

complete failure,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(1)

where ζ is close to 1, it indicates that the actuators are less
damaged; ζclose to 0, it indicates that the actuators are highly
damaged [20]. When an actuator is working normally, the
failure factor is ζ � 1; when an actuator is completely unable
to work, the failure factor is ζ � 0; when an actuator is a
partial failure, it still has a certain execution ability, the
failure factor is 0< ζ < 1.

According to the failure factor defined in equation (1),
and the actual capacity of actuators displacement under
different fault degrees is defined by the following:

x �

x0,

ζx0,

0,

normal,

partial failure,

complete failure,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(2)

where x is the actual displacement of the actuator, x0 is the
displacement of the actuator given by the computer. When
the failure factor is 1, it represents there is no fault for the
actuator, the displacement of the actuator is the same as
before; when the failure factor is 0, it represents the actuator
is a complete failure, the actual displacement of the actuator
is 0; when the failure factor is 0< ζ < 1, it represents there is a
partial failure for the actuator, the actual displacement of the
actuator is ζx0.

4. Active Surface Fault Diagnosis System

Fault tolerance of the main reflector consists of three parts,
ASAS, Active surface fault diagnosis, and measuring sub-
system. -rough data analysis and real-time detection, the
fault diagnosis and fault-tolerant method of actuator faults
are realized. After the failure occurs in the ASAS, the
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relevant information in the log system is transmitted into the
active surface fault diagnosis system, which is selected by the
discriminant module for fault-tolerant processing and
triggered by the alarm system to report the current active
surface status information to the engineer. Fault-tolerant
processing is carried out for actuator faults. -e results are
updated and stored in the log system, and the adjustment
amount is fed back to the ASAS. -e master computer
controls the displacement actuators to reach the new po-
sition value. -e scenario is completed by the cooperation of
the telescope fault diagnosis system, the ASAS, and mea-
suring system. Active surface fault diagnosis system is based
on the development of fault handling system of large tele-
scope control system [21]. -e fault diagnosis process is
shown in Figure 3.

-e mechanical stress and stiffness of the panels and
actuators are considered in the active surface fault diagnosis
system. -us, the best-fit paraboloid of health matrix
combined weighting based on this information can effec-
tively improve the surface shape precision after the fault.

5. Optimal Weighted Best-Fit Paraboloid

When actuators are a failure, the main reflector model has
heteroscedasticity, and the weighted best-fit is used to solve
the fitting parameters of the model so that it does not follow
the heteroscedasticity. Based on the idea of traditional best-
fit surface design [3], the optimal weighted fit method adds
the concept of weighting and focuses on considering the
fault condition of actuators. Based on the method, when
there is a fault for the small number of actuators, in order to
ensure operating efficiency, the telescope and the ASAS will
not be stopped and maintained immediately, but keep on

working with fault tolerance controlling of the ASAS by the
optimal weighted best-fit method.

5.1. 'e Traditional Method for Calculating the Best-Fit
Surface. -emost general method of the best-fit is the least-
squares method, which minimizes the deformation from
more than 2,000 actuator errors.

Q � 
P

i�1
δ2i , (3)

where δi is the error of the ith actuator residual value, Q is
the sum of the squares of the residual errors of the entire
main reflector, p is the number of actuators.

-e shape of the main reflector surface can be obtained
by reflector surface measurement, so surface deformation
comes from the same distribution. Statistically, the least-
square estimation parameter is the maximum likelihood
estimation method whose error distribution is Gaussian
noise.

QTT will adopt a Gregorian antenna, and its main re-
flector is a paraboloid and subreflector is an ellipsoid.
Suppose the equation of the original designed paraboloid S is
as follows:

z �
x
2

+ y
2

4f
, (4)

where f is the focal length of paraboloid, x, y, z is theo-
retical coordinates value, and xi, yi, zi, is the theoretical
position of the ith actuator.

-e actual surface S1 consists of rigid body displacement
and elastic deformation relative to the design surface, and

Table 1: QTT failure mechanism analysis at the ASAS [10–12].

Types Reason Phenomena Characteristics

Master
computer

Accidental termination of
program computer failure

Computer failure and
program crashes

-e whole system stopped
working

Sudden failure and
obvious fault
characteristics

Control
network

Ethernet failure, CAN bus
fault, junction box failure

Data interface layer and
user interface layer failure

Uncontrollable phenomena
occurring in multiple sectors

Sudden failure and
obvious fault
characteristics

Control bus Interruption, information
redundancy

-e protocol and the lines
are not connected

-e issuing command actuators
does not accept

Easy to observe the
failure features

Displacement
actuator

Worm gear pair [12], ball
screw pair, power module,
stepper motor, limit switch

failure

Stuck, line aging,
mechanical equipment
elastic deformation or
gluing, output deviation

-e actuator fails to reach the
specified pointing coordinate

position and sends out abnormal
sound

Sudden failure, obvious
fault features, features
difficult to extract

Table 2: Active surface fault diagnosis method based on artificial intelligence [13–15].

Method Advantage Limitation
Expert system Strict reasoning logic, high reliability Knowledge is difficult to obtain, complex reasoning

Fault tree Qualitative, quantitative analysis with logical
reasoning

-e construction process is heavy and difficult. Logical operations are
prone to error

Neural
network

Parallel processing, self-learning, self-
organization, -e reasoning process of diagnosis is not clear

Fuzzy
inference

Flexible enough to deal with uncertain
information It is difficult to establish rules and membership functions
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QTT active surface
deformation by fault 

Master computer
failure Actuator failure Control network

failure 
Power supply

network failure 

External
body on the

panel 

Panel is
uneven 

Program
crashes 

Standby
server 
failure 

Cable fault instable
voltage 

Ethernet
fault

CAN bus
fault

Stepping
motor fault 

Motor drive
controller

failure 

Mechanical
structural

failure 

bearing 
failure

Reflector panel
failure 

Operation
parameter

error

Angular
displacement
sensor fault

Worm gear
worm wear

Figure 1: Active surface fault tree analysis [15].
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from the top event
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via production
in turn

Determine whether the
sub-fault mode is the
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are sufficient
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condition causes the
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The end of the
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Figure 2: Reasoning process of the fault tree analysis [16].
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Figure 3: Active surface fault diagnosis flow chart.
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there are 6 variates of coordinates in the best-fit surface
relative to the originally designed coordinates:
Δx, Δy, Δz, Δφ, Δψ, Δf. -ese parameters are called by
fitting parameters in fault condition. When the 6 fitting
parameters are known, the best-fit surface is determined and
it has minimum rms deformation.

-e axial coordinate zi
′ of any point on the design surface

S0 on the best-fit surface S2 is approximately

zi
′ ≈

xi − Δx( 
2

+ yi − Δy( 
2

4(f + Δf)
+ yiΔφ − xiΔψ + Δz. (5)

Simplify

zi
′ � zi −

xi

2f
Δx −

yi

2f
Δy −

zi

f
Δf − xiΔψ + yiΔφ + Δz.

(6)

-en, the least-squares matrix form of axial error be-
tween the measured value z∗i and the best-fit coordinate
values zi

′ at any point are as follows:

−
x1

2f
−

y1

2f
1 y1 −x1 −

z1

f

−
x2

2f
−

y2

2f
1 y2 −x2 −

z2

f

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

−
xp

2f
−

yp

2f
1 yp −xp −

zp

f

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

Δx

Δy

Δz

Δφ

Δψ

Δf

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

�

z
∗
1 − z1′

z
∗
2 − z2′

· · ·

z
∗
p − zp
′

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

(7a)

Abbreviation:

[C][D] � [H]. (7b)

Regularization:

[C]
T
[C][D] � [C]

T
[H]. (8)

where D � Δx,Δy,Δz,Δφ,Δψ,Δf 
T is fitting parameters.

-e fitting parameters can be obtained by the least-squares
method [3], and the calculation of best-fitting of the para-
boloid is deduced by weighted optimization in subsequent
sections.

5.2. 'e Calculation Method of Optimal Weighted Best-Fit
Paraboloid. Firstly, the concept of a health matrix is in-
troduced to describe the performance status of each actu-
ator. -e health matrix is used as a penalty term in the
calculation of the best-fit paraboloid based on the weighted
surface to constrain faulty actuators displacement so as to
ensure that these actuators can match optimal weighted
best-fit paraboloid surface without moving, and decrease the
rms surface error and consequently the antenna gain is
improved under the condition of fault.

-e heath matrix is given by the active surface fault di-
agnosis system according to the failure factors of each actuator.
-e health state of actuators is represented by the value of 0, 1
and reciprocal of the failure factor of actuators, 0 represents
complete failure, 1 represents health, and other values represent
partial failure.-e larger the value, the higher the failure degree.
-e health matrix is expressed and the transformation pa-
rameters are solved by combining the equation group of the
parameter matrix. -e best-fit paraboloid based on optimal
weighted will pay more attention to the information of the fault
point so that the transformation of the actual fault paraboloid to
the optimal weighted best-fit paraboloid will take the invariance
of the fault point as the design benchmark to achieve a fault-
tolerant effect. -e penalty function of the fault point can be
defined as follows:

δ � 

p

i�1
ai z
∗
i − zi
′( 
2
, (9)

where ai is the constant with noncanonical constraint, δ is
the surface error of the whole main reflector surface. -is
will bring the target parameter closer to the optimal value.
-e matrix form is used to solve the fitting parameters of the
best-fit paraboloid based on optimal weighted.

δ �

Δx

Δy

Δz

Δφ

Δψ

Δf

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

T

−
x1

2f
−

y1

2f
1 y1 −x1 −

z1

f

−
x2

2f
−

y2

2f
1 y2 −x2 −

z2

f

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

−
xp

2f
−

yp

2f
1 yp −xp −

zp

f

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

T

a1 0 · · · 0 0

0 a2 · · · 0 0

· · · · · · ⋮ · · · · · ·

0 0 · · · ap−1 0

0 0 · · · 0 ap

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

−
x1

2f
−

y1

2f
1 y1 −x1 −

z1

f

−
x2

2f
−

y2

2f
1 y2 −x2 −

z2

f

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

−
xp

2f
−

yp

2f
1 yp −xp −

zp

f

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

Δx

Δy

Δz

Δφ

Δψ

Δf

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

, (10)

where W represents the health matrix of the faulty surface.
-e theoretical design of W needs to consider the fault

tree model of the active surface fault diagnosis system to get

actuators reliability and then to get the malfunction prob-
ability of the Top event. In order to facilitate the simulation,
a general and concise expression is given in this paper.
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-e actuator’s health degree can be defined by the re-
ciprocal of the failure factor for each actuator. A definition of
failure factor is given by the following equation:

ζ i � 1 −
x
∗
i − xi
′

x
∗
i

+ eps, (11)

where x∗i is the displacement given by the master control
computer, and xi

′ is the actual displacement, epsrepresents
the relative precision of floating point, which is to avoid the
situation the denominator is zero. -e health matrix W can
be given by the following:

W �

ζ−1
1 0 · · · 0 0

0 ζ−1
2 · · · 0 0

· · · · · · ⋮ · · · · · ·

0 0 · · · ζ−1
P−1 0

0 0 · · · 0 ζ−1
P

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (12)

-e expression of D � Δx,Δy,Δz,Δφ,Δψ,Δf 
T gra-

dient ∇δ is as follows:

∇δ �
zδ
zD

� CTWCD + CTWTCD � CT WT
+ W CD,

(13)

Dn � Dn−1 − α∇δ. (14)

An initial value D0 is used to solve an optimal solution of
D by gradient descent (GD), and α is the optimal step size.

6. Simulation Experiment of Fault Tolerance
Method with Actuator Faults

It is assumed that a 110-meter telescope has a focal diameter
ratio of 0.33. -e entire ASAS is divided into 32 sectors, and
64 actuators are distributed in each sector. For the conve-
nience of data simulation, an actuator is assumed to control
four adjacent panels except for the center and boundary of
the paraboloid, totaling 2048 actuators. -e fault residual
after actuator faults is expressed as a random distribution. By
simulating and comparing the stroke of fault points position
and nonfault points position, the best-fit surface is designed
under the fault points, which are not moved as much as
possible.

-e positioning error of the actuators is a group of
Gaussian noises subject to small variance, and the SNR of
surface measurement is set to 20 dB. Different colors rep-
resent the random distribution of errors. Error distribution
of the actual error of the fault paraboloid is shown in
Figure 4. -e deeper blue areas represent the degree and
location of the fault. -e position in the white circle rep-
resents the specific fault location.

Combining fitting parameters and coordinate transfor-
mation formula, a new ideal coordinate of the paraboloid
surface was obtained [22].

xn � x0 − Δx(  − z0Δψ,

yn � y0 − Δy(  + z0Δφ,

zn � z0 − Δz(  + x0Δψ + y0Δφ,

fn � f0 + Δf.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(15)

Compared with the surface error after surface corrected
when actuators worked normally, actuators were partial
fault, and the ASAS adopted fault-tolerant method after the
fault occurred at 0, 20, 35, and 70 deg elevation, respectively.
-e results are shown in Table 3.

We assume that the main reflector rms surface error
after the ASAS enabled is 0 under ideal conditions, which
is not to consider the influence of the positioning pre-
cision of the actuators. Selecting 15 actuators as actual
fault actuators randomly, perform simulation and take
the fault tolerance method for the main reflector with
faulty actuators. Comparing the surface error with faulty
actuators between fault-tolerant method enabled and
disabled, it is clear that rms error is far from half at 0 deg
elevation, reduced to about half at 20, 35 deg elevation,
and also reduced around 0.06 mm rms at 70 deg elevation.

Due to the excessive number of actuators, 400 actu-
ators were randomly selected for simulation analysis and
comparison. -e surface deformation and position of the
piston of actuators with the nonfault and at different
elevations are shown in Figures 5–12. It is obvious that
the displacement range of the actuator with nonfault is
smaller than that with the fault-tolerant method. -e red
line chart and blue line chart indicate piston position of
no-faulty actuators before and after adopting the fault-
tolerant method, respectively. It is obvious that the
fluctuation of the red line chart range is relatively greater
than the blue line chart range. -e piston position range
changes about 1–4 mm compared with the unadopted
fault-tolerant method.

Figures 6, 8, 10, and 12 represent the main reflector
deformation distribution at 0, 20, 35, and 70 deg elevation,
(a) represents the main reflector deformation when the
ASAS disabled, (b) represents the main reflector deforma-
tion including failure of actuators when the ASAS enabled,
(c) represents the main reflector deformation include failure
of actuators after adopting the fault tolerance method. Blue
dots represent the location of the failure of actuators. After
taking optimal weighted best-fit paraboloid as the reference
surface, most of the fault point deformation is reduced.
Finally, the goal of reducing the main reflector rms is
achieved.

In other words, in the case of complete or partial failure
of the fault point, the redundancy adjustment ability of the
nonfault point can make up for the lack of surface precision
and improve the antenna gain and observation efficiency of
the telescope. -e availability of this method can be verified
by these examples. We think the method can be used as an
effective fault-tolerant method for telescope maintenance
management.
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Table 3: Comparison of the main reflector rms after adopting fault-tolerant method.

Elevation angle (deg) 0 20 35 70
Surface error when ASAS disabled (mm rms) 0.5300 0.3797 0.3300 0.4355
Surface error with no-faulty actuators (ideal) when ASAS enabled (mm rms) 0 0 0 0
Surface error with faulty actuators when ASAS enabled (mm rms) 0.2588 0.2819 0.2178 0.2834
Surface error with fault-tolerant when ASAS enabled by proposed method (mm rms) 0.0701 0.1552 0.1332 0.2237
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Figure 6: Compare with the main reflector rms deformation at 0 deg elevation. (a)-e reflector deformation before actuator failure. (b)-e
reflector deformation after actuator failure. (c) -e reflector deformation at tolerance method.
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Figure 7: Nonfault actuators’ stroke at 20 deg elevation.
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Figure 8: Compare with the main reflector deformation at 20 deg elevation. (a) -e reflector deformation before actuator failure. (b) -e
reflector deformation after actuator failure. (c) -e reflector deformation at tolerance method.
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Figure 9: Nonfault actuators’ stroke at 35 deg elevation.
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Figure 10: Compare with the main reflector deformation at 35 deg elevation. (a) -e reflector deformation before actuator failure. (b) -e
reflector deformation after actuator failure. (c) -e reflector deformation at tolerance method.
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Figure 11: Nonfault actuators’ stroke at 70 deg elevation.
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7. Conclusion

In summary, the fault tolerance method, which reduces the
main reflector deformation under the situation of actuator
faults, has been presented. -is method keeps faulty actu-
ators immobile or partially movable. First, the health matrix
of actuators is used to fit optimal weighted best-fit para-
boloid, and then these nonfaulty actuators are driven to
compensate the main reflector deformation. Finally, the aim
of improving the accuracy of the main reflector under the
fault conditions is achieved. -e scheme provides a theo-
retical basis and a strategic scheme for the observers to deal
with malfunction.
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